HAPPY INTERNATIONAL FAMILY DAY

Looking for a holiday where you can really recharge, relax & reconnect? But also want to make memories with the kids?

Well, we all know that starts with making sure the kids love the holiday first and then getting the logistics and budget out of the way, so you can finally sit back and enjoy the beautiful destination you’ve chosen, the amazing food and the vast choice of activities on offer.

In short, a TRUE before-we-had-kids holiday, only with the kids now!

Discover below how at Club Med, you can really make time for this.
TIME FOR YOU AS A FAMILY

RELAX, IT’S ALL SORTED

Travelling with kids is quite an adventure! Forget the logistics, we’ve got you covered with handy family services from kids clubs to babysitting as well as equipment for babies and toddlers. Enjoy fun family time, watch your kids blossom, and just kick back!

PLAY, RECONNECT, REPEAT

Enjoy quality time with the newly introduced Amazing Family program which includes a fun-filled weekly agenda of activities to play, move, care, celebrate and quest. Reconnect with your loved ones and bring home shared memories.

SERVICES FOR YOUR LITTLE ONES

Just a heads up: our Kids Clubs are so amazing

SPECIAL RATES FOR KIDS

Every inquisitive young mind deserves a holiday
that your little ones might never want to leave! You can decide of drop off and pick up time according to your agenda of the day, it’s all flexible, fun and safe! they’ll never forget. They’ll be able to enjoy all the fun, explore new places or ideas as they go. Our special rates dedicated to little guests are available all year round.

CHOOOSE YOUR ISLAND GETAWAY FOR PERFECT FAMILY HOLIDAYS

CLUB MED BINTAN ISLAND, INDONESIA

Dive into a holistic wellness experience and embark on an adventure for the whole family at the award-winning resort, just an hour away by ferry from Singapore.

*Kids Clubs from 2 years* to 17 years old

BOOK BEFORE JUNE 6 >

CLUB MED LA PLANTATION D’ALBION, MAURITIUS

CLUB MED BALI, INDONESIA

Dive into outdoor adventures; rejuvenate your body; savour authentic flavours and appreciate artful moments. Connect to the soul of Bali through unique experiences at Club Med.

*Kids Clubs from 4 months* to 17 years old

BOOK BEFORE JUNE 6 >

CLUB MED KANI, MALDIVES
This 5Ψ Resort is renowned for its excellent service. Let yourself relax in the Zen swimming pool above the rocks. Treat yourself to a purifying scrub of black Beldi® soap.

**Kids Club from 2 to 17 years old**

A 2-kilometre stretch of private beaches, encounters with marine life, and exciting water sports welcome families to revel and pursue every passion.

**Happy Kids Corner from 4 to 17 years old**

For more information and bookings, please contact:

**Odyssey Tours and Travels**

201-202, 2nd Floor, Jewel Tower, Koregaon Park, Pune 411001

Tel: 020-66442929  Email: info@uniglobeodysseytravel.com

**WHAT’S INCLUDED AND SO MUCH MORE!**

DISCOVER ALL-INCLUSIVE